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I he homosexual as student: no guilt for the gay

" ■ * i

If the present legislation making homosexuality legal bet
ween consenting adults is passed, will it alter substan 
tially the way you live?

A) Not immediately. Dangers of blackmail and social 
stigma will gradually lessen, I should think. Eventually 
we may be able to openly and honestly admit our homo
sexuality and not be forced to live covered lives.

B) Not at all. I don't think the social conditions will
.Chard'S ffiJSSS* aasTd^°e!TndTsan w' I”' ,because 1 had '»= Sood luck to be
be able to function honestly in society. Whf^dby extr®mely tolerant parents who had few biases.

for L, man 18 » there were no Predetermined patterns 
What is society's attitude to the homosexual? 6 nor, strong religxous taboos. As a result, my

first homosexual encounter was a very joyous and guilt-
A) I think it’s in a process of change and is lartrplv 6 m T

dependent on class. The upper class and 8the intellectual relicimi^ ,mhy • m?re‘ J dld initially, becuase of my strict social circles tend to be more tolerant. The working clas me ^har .ypflringing- However, it soon became obvious to
se? tend to be very Intolerant, no, only o/homosex^l ,y £« S having gStfee'llS S1" l"VO,Ved’ “ 
but of any people or ideas which are unconventirmai tk! 8 reelings.
baeBid oï lptorance °4 wtohomoSiS 1^%°“ ' "ÏÏV”’'? af/feeflnge rflolf Zm
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Why?

A) I felt I was the 
were

only boy who felt that way. If there 
to ,ookttSrsXo‘11?ep7mayg~ô k"°W ^

h,,^ri?ecs„8n,a
to express or manifest publicly what he really feels.
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Do you experience any guilt feelings about being 
sexual i a homo-I
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wIs there such a thing as a homosexual underground?You mentioned that most people don’t understand what 

homosexuality really is. Would you like to give me vour 
definition? 3

■ I*"1
i fug?foTrhmisfitSs.SUCh 3 thlng* Generally’ 1 think ir is

A) The initial thing, of course, is that the male homo homosexual c rcles, for instance, you keep
carnal experience^which often (toe^n’f enter into it* ^ ^ "°“

More important is the homosexual’s need for an emo don’t Monag£°ups are on the fringe. Most homosexuals 
tlonal relationship with a man. The 1egr« mMIchlex te ™der”fhose c^umsTanS ‘ “ke Ihe ■*°P1' they
is important to a homosexual is as variable as the de crop At a vT, “, l circumstances.
to which sex is important to a heterosexual The onegex other homo=°f h°mosexuals do all their socializing with
treme, of course, is platonic love. £ ^ 6X" ?n anv medm^i^ ,m0Srtly /hro,Ugh P^ate parties8 And

B) I agree. You know, I think hemophilia is a better shops o^ bîr^wherî hom °r la,rger) th,ere are coffee~
aZ,dh=rhama!:?m0SeXUallty- - »e love one man ,or the,, orientation. V’S.ÆiÆ

most of the people who frequent such places.
I do have a number of homosexual friends, and we usu

ally meet as an exclusive group, because we can be more
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Are you saying homosexual 
relationships follow 
tially the same pattern as he
terosexual relationships?

A) Potentially they do. 
However, there is no legal 
state, such as marriage, for 
homosexuals. So relation
ships can be terminated very 
quickly, and usually are. 
There is nothing but the will 
of the two people involved 
to make the relationship 
work under obstacles.

Are you indifferent to 
women?
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This is an interview with 
two homosexuals who 

students. The goal: to find 

out how and why.
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relaxed and open with one another. But it is our work and 
other interests which make us friends. We aren’t there 
to seduce one another.

/ lxi i iB) No, not at all. rm not insensitive to beautiful women 
although the attraction I feel toward them Is purely an aes
thetic thing. I have one or two meaningful relationships with « , ,
women who know r m homosexual. “ y°u don t belong to the homosexual underground, how

A) No. Some homosexuals feel a repugnance towards do you meet other homosexuals? 
women and try to live in an exclusively male environ
ment, but personally I think it would be ridiculous to ig
nore 50 percent of humanity.
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HOW CANiS\ i tk»
* A) I gamble and I trust my intuition. If I’m attracted SHF SO

to a boy, I try to arrange to meet him. Then I try to lead 1 UX-/X-/IX uvy
the conversation in a direction which will tell me if he 
is gay. If he is, and he wants to let me know it, he will 
slip in ambiguous statements or else use words from the 
gay jargon. If he doesn’t respond, I try to forget him.

B) I usually rely on introductions from ‘gay’ friends.

T
s-i PERFECTLY

POISED?

. «4
How did you discover you were homosexual?

B) In my teens, I found I lacked the usual attraction to 
girls. It began to bother me when I would be with a group 
of guys who would be playing the ‘standing on a street What about 
corner watching all the girls’ game and I was completely 
disinterested. But I was noticing boys.

From that to my becoming aware that I was a homo- 
phile was an arduous process of rationalization.

A) My experience

Which came first, the homosexual experience or the aware
ness that you were homosexual?

» I
Why can't she? She's already 

learned the beauty secrets a 
teenager should know. She's also

X t your relationships with ‘straight’ people?
% B) When I feel a friendship is developing with someone who , 

is straight’, I will generally make my tendencies known to |learned ,haf if's the only way to look; 
wao , , .. him, particularly when someone has trusted me and con-
was similar but less traumatic, fided in me. It makes the relationship less inhibited. There

is no room for hypocrisy in friendship.
A) I don’t think any individual can have more than a few 

deep friendships at one time. If my relationship with a 
girl or a straight’ boy has the potential to be meaning- 

B) The awareness. There’s all this thing about child- ful» 1 feel an obligation to let the person know I’m a homo
hood experiences but I don’t think they are as relevant as sexual since it explains so many of my attitudes and so 
all that. much of my behavior.

A) The awareness, by several years. I based that aware-
,a simplf analysis of whom I was attracted to. I What do you think caused your homosexuality? 

never had any clear-cut fantasies about making love to 
a man (or to a woman either, for that matter). But I think 
I was an exception in this. Those intervening years I 
Honed were very lonely ones.

I any day of the month. After all, life 

I is just too exciting to waste any 

time. And Tampax tampons make 
it easy for her. For you, too. 
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way. Your hands never need touch 
the tampon. Belts, pins and pads 

are things of the past. And so 
are the worries and embarrassment 

of odor and chafing. j
Try Tampax tampons today and !

if you, too, can't look perfectly I 

poised any day of the month, j 
Available in 3 absorbency-sizes — I

Regular, Super and Junior, each I 

with its own container-applicator —I 
wherever such products are sold. I
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B) Environment, parental relations in the pre-school 
years.

A) I can see various events in my early years which 
could have intensified my inclinations, but I feel that the 
roots were already there.

Have you ever considered going to a psychiatrist about 
your homosexuality?

A) No, because I have a stable personality. I’ve always 
been able to cope with my problems.

If I did go to a psychiatrist it would not be for a ‘cure’, 
but only for a more complete adjustment to a basic fac
tor in my psychology.

B) No. Why should I? I honestly don’t think I’m abnormal, 
perverted, or sick. Going to a psychiatrist would imply 
that there’s something wrong with me. If there is, it doesn’t 
really bother me.
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